Custom Entry Double Door

Adams Architectural was requested to build a custom set of double
doors for a residence.
The homeowner wanted to maintain a natural feel with the stone front
and the vegetation that leads the way to the main entrance. The use of
teak, which has great weatherresistance properties, enhances one's
initial impression of this home.

Full view of installed doors.

Project Details

21/4" thick
Center astragal
Solid teak frame

Each door is 403/8" x 77"
Horizontal panels with vertical stile
Two colors of stain

On the left, the before image. We removed a steel 1970s style door. On the right, the new doors.

Here you can see greater detail of
the beautiful grain in the teak. The
coloring usually starts as olive
brown or yellowbrown which will
become more golden with time.
Color and grain pattern will vary,
which makes each door uniquely
wonderful.
Teak is widely considered the
platinum standard for decay
resistance
and
it
is
almost
impervious to the effects of snow,
frost, or rain. It shows superb
stability and is a closegrained
hardwood with high natural oil and
rubber content.

We would love to work with you to create a custom entry door that
enhances the beauty of your home and suits your style. You can click
on the following link to view other projects: Custom Doors.

.

If you are an architect, contractor, or an owner of a historical building
or home who is looking to renovate a property, we want to assist you
with your architectural millwork needs.
We fabricate historically accurate:
windows
window sash
storm windows
doors
storm doors

Our capabilities include manufacturing custom millwork for homes
and buildings across the United States.
We can fabricate products that most large window and door
companies will refuse.
Please give us a call at 1.888.285.8120 or visit our website at
www.adamsarch.com and get your transformation started today.
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